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Pssst…Business Librarian friends, let me tell you a secret. As a recently conscripted 

business liaison, what I knew about business reference could have filled less than a 

half-page of notebook paper. I knew next to nothing about business reference services 

in the academic library. Additionally, I believe my last business-related class occurred in 

the early part of this millennia. However, now that I am here, I want to learn as much as 

possible to best help my patrons. In this article, I hope to discuss helpful hints for the 

newbie business librarian- specifically networking, resources, classes, and reference 

interactions. Of course, this list is nowhere near exhaustive. I am hopeful that this article 

will spark a discussion from both new and seasoned business librarians. Seriously, 

please contact me. I would love to chat! As a standard disclaimer, these views are 

solely my own and do not reflect upon my employer. 

Networking 

Networking, especially networking in a large setting, is excruciating for me. Admittedly, I 

am a very introverted person who often has difficulties focusing on a one-on-one 

conversation when there are extraneous noises. Plus, I feel a little socially awkward 

because it took me a long time to re-enter the library world. My social awkwardness 

leaves me high and dry when trying to network in large conference (and other) settings. 

One of the few upsides of the horrifically devastating COVID-19 pandemic is that it 

shifted networking into a process of more meaningful one-on-one relationships. Virtual 

networking, primarily through the NewBusLib BRASS subgroup, has proven to be 

invaluable. 

Each month the NewBusLib coordinators pair business librarians (and other interested 

parties) for Random Coffee Chats. I am so thankful for these interactions. Through 

these interactions, I have forged lasting friendships and professional relationships. 

These interactions have proven beneficial because we can share strategies for dealing 

with the complex nature of business librarianship. Through these interactions, I have 

been able to crowdsource polishing my CV, a Herculean task because, as previously 

stated, I am re-entering the library world after a long stint in government and social 

services. As a latecomer to librarianship, my CV lacked meaningful organization to 

reflect the skillset I have gained over the years. Now, this document is polished and 

regularly updated. I have also shared resource recommendations, webinars, and 

classes with my fellow NewBusLib partners. 

Also helpful to know in the networking area are listservs. My favorite listserv to follow is 

BUSLIB-L. This listserv is so beneficial because it allows me to see what others are 

researching. I am also able to gain an understanding of some of the trickier reference 
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topics. Since I am focused on resources in my primary role, I am also glad to read 

reviews of the information available in resources that are not available to me. 

Resources 

My job title is Resource Management Librarian; therefore, one of my keen focus areas 

is resource assessment. When I started this position, just four months pre-pandemic, I 

had no idea the importance of resource assessment. I only had minimal understanding 

of COUNTER-compliant data, as well. However, I spent most of my early days and the 

early days of the pandemic learning about resources and COUNTER-compliant data. 

After learning about all these topics, I had to have a difficult conversation with my 

supervisor and one of our faculty members about a costly business resource that 

provided minimal off-campus access and absolutely no usage information. A faculty 

member requested this resource quite some time ago and had since retired. With the 

savings from the decision not to renew this resource, our Department was able to gain 

access to other resources. 

As a librarian who is primarily focused on resource assessment, I would encourage all 

business librarians and liaisons to market your library’s business resources. I am unsure 

how much my College’s School of Business faculty pay attention, but I do reach out to 

inform them of new resources, the fact that I am here, and check-in. Our business 

faculty are all relatively self-sufficient, which can be frustrating to someone who craves 

collaborative relationships.  

 

Courses 

Shortly after being informed of my role as business liaison, I reached out to a colleague 

at a neighboring university. This colleague interaction proved to be invaluable. I was told 

of several books and the Introduction to Business Reference course taught by Celia 

Ross (seriously, she is a rock star). After taking this class, I have a keen understanding 

of how to handle complex business interactions. I am especially mindful of the specific 

aspects of who might care about information and the fact that the information the 

researcher is searching for might not readily be available anywhere.  

As previously mentioned, my knowledge of business was limited. Specifically, I felt that 

there was a gaping hole in my understanding and knowledge of entrepreneurship. I 

must learn more about this because my College has recently fostered a partnership with 

our county to open a center for entrepreneurs. Thankfully, the Georgia Public Library 

System has offered the Entrepreneurship Learning Initiative (ELI). I was able to take 

advantage of this video-based course and have a new understanding of 

entrepreneurship. Through this deeper understanding, I am better prepared to assist 

student and community entrepreneurs. I especially appreciate how that this course has 

focused on the growth mindset as outlined by Dweck. I was unaware of the growth 



mindset until I completed a Master of Education. Since completing this degree, this has 

been an area of keen focus. 

 

Reference Interactions 

Stumper reference questions are the nature of librarianship, sure. However, business 

reference interactions have specialized facets, as we all know. After taking the 

Introduction to Business Reference class, making connections with other business 

librarians, and understanding the nature of business librarian listservs, I feel more 

confident than I initially did.  

Since October 2020, I have assisted a professor with a highly specialized reference 

question involving data at both the State and Federal level with a side of specific 

industry information. I received this question around the time that I began with 

Introduction to Business Reference, which proved to be helpful, especially regarding 

who might care about this information. I was able to find a small amount of data for the 

professor, just not what they were looking for specifically. I had to inform the professor 

that this information probably is not collected down to the level that they need.  

Conclusions 

As a newbie business liaison, I have learned so much and have thankfully had more 

successes than failures. I am a firm believer in the power of having a growth mindset or 

thinking of challenges as a way to grow. The NewBusLib coffee chats have proven to be 

such an excellent way to build friendships and deepen my understanding of business 

librarianship. Attending the Introduction to Business Reference class, really a crash 

course in understanding business resources and reference interactions, was especially 

fruitful. One of my main takeaways from the class is that there might not be an answer 

or data for a reference question. The business librarianship community has proven to be 

welcoming and full of opportunities for this self-identified introvert.  


